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Red Deer’s Business
Revitalization Zone

BRZ
The Red Deer Downtown
Business Association serves
approximately 500 businesses
and property owners in Red
Deer’s Downtown core.
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A pedestrian-friendly people
place, our Downtown is a thriving
neighbourhood alive with culture
and entertainment, unique shops
and eateries. It is a clean, safe,
attractive and engaging residential
and commercial district that is
the preferred location for retail,
professional and service businesses.
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Through partnerships and leadership
in advocacy and promotion, the DBA is
the catalyst for a vibrant and prosperous
Downtown that is the place to live,
work, play and do business.
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MESSAGE FROM THE

MESSAGE FROM

2016 was a tough financial year for many of our businesses in the

The vision for our city’s downtown continues to play an essential role

Downtown. It is during difficult times like these the programs and

in our community progress. Downtown revitalization projects both

services offered by your DBA can be most valuable for our members.

private and public have contributed to our current business and retail

For example, the Façade and Shopfront Improvement Program funds

environment, creating an enhanced commercial district which will

were depleted by July, the Crime Prevention Through Environmental

ultimately attract new businesses, new jobs and increased vibrancy.

Design Program funds were depleted by August, and the Subsidized

Downtown Red Deer is a dynamic mixture of retail shops, coffee

Executive Director

Radio Advertising program saw more advertisers than ever before. The
flip side of this is the cancellation or postponement of several events
the DBA was working with through the Seal of Approval program. Then
again, the ATB Financial Downtown Market was at capacity in terms of
vendor numbers and customer attendance was at its highest yet.
There has never been a better time for your DBA to work on retaining
and recruiting new businesses to the core. Much progress was

The City of Red Deer

houses, restaurants, professional services as well as arts and
entertainment.
Downtown Red Deer is becoming a unique destination that residents
and visitors are looking for. With many new revitalization projects,

and Downtown Red Deer into new and exciting projects, designed
specifically to increase vibrancy and business in the heart of our city.

Amanda Gould, Executive Director
Red Deer Downtown Business Association

Advocacy&Influence
To act as a representative, resource and liaison to Downtown businesses while
undertaking initiatives that support and promote Downtown. Taking an active role and
being an influential voice on matters that affect Downtown.

specialized retail opportunities, and special events, Downtown Red
Deer is becoming the diverse, attractive and desirable core of our city.

made in this area in 2016 which you will read about further on. Work
completed in the last quarter of 2016 will continue to lead your DBA

2013-2016
Strategic Plan

MESSAGE FROM

The Mayor
On behalf of Red Deer City Council and the citizens we represent,
thank you to the leadership, staff and membership of the Downtown
Business Association for ensuring strong progress in 2016. With
business start-ups and expansions, festivals and events, and
revitalization efforts among other initiatives, our Downtown has
momentum that it is our collective privilege and responsibility to

Spaces&Places
To make Downtown safe, clean and attractive.

Image&Awareness
To develop and facilitate a variety of special events and marketing projects to attract
and retain visitors. To positively reinforce the Downtown experience and to promote
Downtown as a great place to live, work and play.

continue to build upon in the coming years

Tara Veer, Mayor
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Member
Communications
How does the DBA connect with you?
105 BUSINESS CONSULTATIONS
7 ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS
12 MEMBER NOTICES
3 MAIL OUTS
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OPEN RATE =

Invitation to annual meeting
Notice of proposed budget and opportunity to comment
Notice of opportunity to nominate members to Board of Directors

39%

Industry
average =
20%
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Advocacy
How does the DBA represent you?
As a member of the Business Improvement Area in the
Downtown core, you are being represented on a daily
basis by your Downtown Business Association in many
different areas. Your DBA understands that everyday
you are focused on running your business, ensuring
sustainability and promoting growth. It is our responsibility
to ensure the external environment is attractive, your
concerns are addressed, and that Downtown is promoted
at every opportunity as a destination. We’re responsible
for retaining and recruiting business wherever possible,
pushing for solutions to safety, and collaborating with
partners who can help us achieve all of the above on your
behalf – every day.

Business Attraction & Retention

Parking

Throughout 2016 your DBA worked closely with Downtown
businesses to find solutions for these businesses to remain in the core
rather than relocating.

The DBA continues to work with The City of Red Deer on the
implementation of the Downtown Investment Attraction Plan
Parking Study.

Downtown Red Deer has been promoted to several outside
businesses as a desirable location for expansion or relocation.
Opportunities exist for accommodation services (hotels & motels),
repair & maintenance (machinery, auto and equipment repair),
food and beverage stores (specialty delis, ethnic food stores and
combined drinking place with a brewery/distillery), admin & support
services (employment placement, business support, call centres,
janitorial maintenance).

PARKING BY THE NUMBERS:

(Source: MDB Insight: Downtown Red Deer’s Investment Attraction Plan)

BUSINESS INCUBATOR

Safety
Safety is a key objective of your Downtown Business Association. We
work with the RCMP to address this at street level and with The City
of Red Deer from a strategic perspective. 2016 successes include a
trialed enforcement based RCMP model throughout Downtown along
with increased RCMP presence throughout the summer period. Safety
is a big topic for the DBA and for many of our members, the biggest
concern. The DBA Board of Directors is committed to affecting change
in this area.

During the last quarter of 2016, your DBA has been developing a
grant-funded Business Incubator to assist entrepreneurs in getting the
start-up help they need to be successful. The purpose of the project
is two-fold:
• To promote business diversification in Downtown Red Deer
• T o foster a relationship between new businesses and the
Downtown, including it’s many services and location benefits,
with the hope that when the business is ready to move
into its own location, Downtown is a natural solution.

• P eak weekday on-street parking demand:
322 of 595 stalls
• P eak weekday off-street parking demand:
554 of 980 stalls

“The overall supply in the Greater Downtown is sufficient to
accommodate current parking demand. The overall peak
parking demand occurs mid-day on weekdays, which is to
be expected considering the current mix of land uses in the
Downtown area being primarily employee based. The current
inventory could support additional developments without
the need to develop additional parking spaces. There are
opportunities to introduce land uses that would utilize existing
parking inventory during evenings and weekends.”
Despite this information, a stakeholder feedback survey was
completed by 124 of 1000 participants
(12% response rate) and revealed the following:
• Insufficient parking perception is considered to be an issue for
customers at 57% of businesses
• 5
 9% of survey respondents were willing to walk 2 blocks to find
parking
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(Source: Blunt & Associates, project number 1565-01. Downtown Red Deer’s Investment
Attraction Plan Parking Study, Feb 2016 )

The Downtown Community
Development Committee (DCDC)
The DCDC was initially created to address the everyday ‘on the ground’
challenges that Downtown faces. While respecting The City of Red
Deer’s long term vision on community safety, we became aware many
businesses were facing immediate safety challenges and something
needed to change. The DBA partners with many social agencies, Central
Alberta Crime Prevention Centre and the RCMP. Over the last year,
the Downtown Community Development Committee has been key in
improving the Downtown with many projects, including:

BUFFALO BACKYARD PROJECT
Funding a fence to for the Buffalo residence to provide a secure outdoor
area for residents along while implementing a beautification solution on
Gaetz south.

CHRISTMAS PARKING FAIRIES
The DCDC parking fairies distributed free hot chocolate to shoppers and
businesses during the lead up to Christmas while topping up parking
meters to prolong shopping time Downtown while promoting a sense
of community.

PUBLIC INJECTION & NEEDLE DEBRIS
The DBA takes needles and injection debris very seriously. Having a
place at the tables where solutions have been identified has been key
in the quest to reduce debris and its impact on the healthy population.
DCDC has provided additional funding to The Clean Team to distribute
additional needle pick-up solutions for businesses who are comfortable
cleaning up their immediate area, plus free
wall-mount sharps containers for businesses
to install inside your building, reducing
the amount of debris on the street.
9

Programs
How does the DBA support you?
KIOSK ADVERTISING

The Downtown Business
Association offers several
programs to assist Downtown
businesses in being successful.

FAÇADE AND SHOPFRONT
IMPROVEMENT

All programs have been created
based on business need.

Your DBA encourages business owners
within the BRZ to invest in façade
renovations and store front upgrades
by offering a grant program to cover a
portion of renovation costs.

Each of the seven kiosks located
throughout Downtown Red Deer offers
four affordable rental spaces to promote
your business that are seen every day
by drivers and pedestrians. Kiosk
advertising is available exclusively to
businesses within the BRZ and have been
priced well below market rate to ensure
they are accessible to businesses of
all sizes.

SUBSIDIZED RADIO
ADVERTISING
Your DBA has partnered with four local
radio stations (Kraze 101.3, Big 105.5,
Cruz 100.7 and 106.7 The Drive) to offer
this subsidized advertising program to
Downtown businesses. For just $375 per
month you can receive three commercials
per day, three days per week, with an
introduction from Downtown Red Deer’s
own Rosie Red. For more details or
to start a campaign for your business,
contact the DBA office.

GRAFFITI REMOVAL

ADOPT-A-PLANTER

Graffiti removal kits are available, free of
charge, to businesses located within the
Business Revitalization Zone. These kits
contain everything you need to remove
graffiti from your property. In addition
to providing kits, the DBA funds several
Downtown Graffiti Clean Up events
facilitated by the Central Alberta Crime
Prevention Centre.

48 businesses participated in this
Downtown beautification program in
2016 that allows you to adopt a planter
for a three year period to ensure the
entrance to your business is attractive
and welcoming.

The program is intended to:

CPTED (CRIME
PREVENTION THROUGH
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN)
CPTED includes the use of internationally
recognized building and landscape
designs to proactively deter criminal
acts and unsociable activity from taking
place. This program was developed
to help Downtown businesses reduce
the impact of negative social behavior
occurring near your location. Subsidies
are available to improve anything from
lighting to the installation of gates to
restrict access to alcoves.
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Make our Downtown streets a more
inviting and interesting place to walk and
shop by enhancing curb appeal.

PERPENDICULAR SIGNAGE

Help building owners attract and
retain tenants.
Contribute to a positive quality of life for
residents, business owners, employees
and visitors.
Be a catalyst for larger scale building
improvements and Downtown investment.

INFO / APPLICATION
For more information or to apply for
any of these programs, contact the
Downtown Business Association
office at 403.340.8696,
info@downtownreddeer.com or visit our
website, www.downtownreddeer.com.

Promoted by Downtown experts
as a key ingredient for a successful
Downtown, perpendicular signage
provides increased visibility to visitors
and residents while improving the
quality of place. With perpendicular
signage, visitors no longer need to be
immediately outside your storefront
looking up at your sign before they can
see what delights you have available.
Your DBA offers a subsidized program
to assist you in adding perpendicular
signage to increase the visibility of your
business on a long-term basis.
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The

SNOW REMOVAL
Throughout the winter you’ll find members of The Clean Team
clearing snow and ice from alley exits to ensure walkability through
the Downtown core.

GARBAGE PICK-UP
Through rain, wind, snow and shine you’ll see members

There are 120 garbage receptacles within the BRZ, generating 1,200

of The Clean Team on the streets, keeping the Downtown

pounds of garbage per week. That’s over 80,000 pounds per year, just from

clean by emptying garbage cans, sidewalk cleaning and

the Downtown! Each receptacle is checked daily and emptied as needed.

litter picking. You might also see them pressure washing
street furniture or sidewalks or even removing graffiti.

NEEDLE DEBRIS

Always ready with a smile, a wave and a helping hand,

Although your DBA is not contracted to specifically pick up needles, it has

they know many of our business owners personally and are

always formed part of the clean-up service we provide through necessity.

available to pitch in if you need it!

Your DBA is always on hand to assist with cleaning up around your place
of business and will provide free needle collection kits for those who are
comfortable collecting the debris on their own. Kits are available directly
from the Clean Team or by contacting the DBA office.
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Marketing
Events & Destination

NUIT BLANCHE RED DEER

NORTH POLE STROLL

is featured each day. 23 businesses

The event that starts when the sun goes

November 21 – December 24, 2016

participated in 2016 by donating a $50 gift

down, Nuit Blanche Red Deer is an annual
night-time arts and culture festival that
celebrates the rapidly growing and diverse

ATB FINANCIAL DOWNTOWN MARKET
Located on Little Gaetz Avenue in the heart of Downtown Red Deer, the ATB
Financial Downtown Market runs every Wednesday evening from June to October. It
is an accredited Alberta Farmer’s Market, offering locally produced goods including
fresh produce. 19 markets were held in 2016.

ROSS STREET PATIO
A partnership between The City of Red Deer and the Downtown Business
Association (DBA), the Patio features free, live music all summer long. The DBA
provides entertainment Wednesday evenings during the ATB Financial Downtown
Market and Tuesday & Thursday lunch hours, a total of over 60 events in 2016.
We proudly feature talented local musicians and bands that contribute to the
amazing atmosphere you’ll find on the beloved Patio. Events are free and open
to the public.

arts community in Central Alberta. This familyfriendly event is free to attend and features
live art and music, an artisan vendor’s village,
food trucks, craft beer gardens, and an
opportunity for visitors to experience and/or
participate in live art installations.
The hub of Nuit Blanche Red Deer 2016 was
centered in parking lot P4, with components
extending out through the Downtown.

RED DEER LIGHTS
THE NIGHT
Red Deer Lights the Night is Red Deer’s
annual kick off to the holiday season. A
partnership between The City of Red Deer,

These events are sponsored by Click & Collect, the service at your Real Canadian

Red Deer Public Library and the Downtown

Superstore which offers online grocery shopping at in-store prices.

Business Association, this festival is held in
City Hall Park and Ross Street. 2016 featured

PARKLET PILOT PROGRAM

free popcorn and hot chocolate, a winter

What is a parklet? Parklets are sidewalk extensions located on parking stalls

market featuring local artisan vendors, the

that either expand the sidewalk for increased pedestrian use, or offer additional

Hudsons Warming Tent, and plenty of games

amenities for people using the street.

and activities for the kids. The highlight of the

The DBA launched Red Deer’s first parklet pilot project on Alexander Way in August
2016. Available during the summer months, it is open to the public
and offers bistro tables, umbrellas and chairs for passersby to

evening is the lighting of City Hall Park and
Red Deer’s biggest Christmas tree.

North Pole Stroll is Downtown Red Deer’s
annual Christmas marketing campaign.
Originally launched as a one day event in

card and the DBA purchased an additional
$50 gift card from each business to form the
$100 prize.

2012, it has now grown to a month-long

Late Night Shopping For one night

celebration of the holiday season.

in December, many Downtown retailers

Red Deer Lights the Night is the annual
kick-off to the holiday season in Red Deer and
the start of the North Pole Stroll. The event
draws thousands of people to the Downtown
core each year, and the DBA is proud to
continue our support.

remain open until 8 p.m. or later to help Red
Deerians finish their Christmas shopping,
and to encourage the support of locally
owned businesses. Most participants offer
sales and specials or serve up holiday treats,
so it’s a great opportunity to enjoy some
Christmas cheer. Big 105 radio assisted

The Christmas Pickle “Find a pickle,

in the promotion through an on-location

win a prize!” That’s the goal of this contest,

remote session with one of their announcers

which brings Christmas pickle ornaments

providing live updates from participating

to participating businesses throughout the

businesses throughout the night.

Downtown. Customers lucky enough to spot
them are eligible to win a prize from that
business, such as a discount or raffle prize.
Nineteen businesses participated in this
initiative in 2016.

DINE DOWNTOWN
Designed to support Downtown’s food
and beverage industry, this contest is a
partnership with Big 105.5 radio station

Shop Downtown is a daily contest that

that ran from May to October 2016. Each

runs from the first business day after Red Deer

day of the contest, Big 105 listeners had

Lights the Night through the last shopping

an opportunity to win a $100 gift card to a

day before Christmas. A partnership with

Downtown restaurant, café or lounge.

Kraze 101.3 radio, the contest offers a daily
opportunity to win $100 to spend at a
Downtown business. A different business

Each of the 22 participating business
donated a $50 gift card and the DBA
purchased a $50 gift card.

relax and enjoy the Downtown atmosphere.
Free, live music performances were scheduled at the parklet
throughout the summer season.
14
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Advertising
Mediums
It’s all in the numbers!

Supporting

the Arts
Supporting the Arts is an important role for the DBA. According to best practices
around the world, the most successful Downtowns have a strong and active arts
community – whether this be through galleries, art events or a combination.
DBA regularly contracts local artists to enhance our many events, including

SOCIAL MEDIA

5,855 FOLLOWERS INCREASE OF 15% SINCE 2015

visual and musical artists.

2,750 LIKES (DOWNTOWN RED DEER) INCREASE OF 34% SINCE 2015
1,609 LIKES (DOWNTOWN MARKET) INCREASE OF 77% SINCE 2015

ART ALLEY
The first project of its kind to transform the walls
of Downtown Red Deer into a vibrant, positive

952 FOLLOWERS INCREASE OF 82% SINCE 2015

RADIO

BUS BENCHES

BANNERS

In 2016 the DBA continued our

A staple item in the DBA’s advertising

Your DBA maintains over 400 banners

sponsorship of The Big Afternoon Show

plan, bus bench advertising is used to

throughout the Downtown core,

on Big 105 and broadcast over 800

promote Downtown happenings to

promoting Downtown Red Deer as the

commercials on Big 105.5 and Kraze

areas outside the Downtown, in the

place to work, play, shop and dine.

101.3, in addition to the Dine Downtown

hopes of increasing attendance. Your

(Big 105.5) and Shop Downtown (Kraze

DBA advertised on 48 benches in 2016,

101.3) contest partnerships. Commercials

promoting the ATB Financial Downtown

typically promote events, such as the ATB

Market and North Pole Stroll.

Financial Downtown Market, Ross Street
Patio entertainment, Nuit Blanche Red
Deer, Red Deer Lights the Night and Late
Night Shopping.

space for the community.
The project began as a collaboration between
The City of Red Deer and the Downtown
Business Association and is now supported
solely by the DBA with generous sponsorship
from Fargey’s Paints. It is responsible for the

FIRST FRIDAYS
“Street art initiatives are thriving in
cities across North America and
throughout the world,” said Steve
Woolrich, Project Coordinator.
“Projects such as this support
public art, revitalization and, most
importantly, have the potential to
create social change.”

First Fridays is an ongoing partnership amoung
the galleries of Red Deer. Each gallery hosts
an event or reception on the first Friday of
each month. There are currently eight galleries
located Downtown. Your DBA proudly
supports these events via our sponsorship of
the Red Deer Arts Council.

creation of nine murals in the Downtown since

NUIT BLANCHE RED DEER

2014. Locations include Fratter’s Speakeasy

The DBA has a lead role in the organization

ROSIE RED

Venue, The Buffalo Hotel, Can-West Travel,

of this event that is organized by a committee

Barbershop on Gaetz, John Howard Society,

of volunteers and involves the collaboration

Rosie Red is the face and voice of the Red

and most recently, the back of the Club Café.

of several members of Red Deer’s creative

Deer Downtown Business Association.

In each location, original, hand-painted murals

community, including artists, musicians and

She’s trendy, fun, relaxed and tech savvy.

have replaced plain alley walls.

performers. 2016 brought the third Nuit

This vibrant Red Deerian lives, works and
plays in the bustling Downtown. Rosie
knows all the Downtown destinations and
happenings. You’ve heard her on radio
commercials and she also appears in print

Blanche festival to Downtown Red Deer, and it
Artists include Christine Karron, Brian
Heimowski, Brian Usher, Mike Villasana, Dee
Stewart, Shannon Littke, Emily Thompson,
Stephen Birch and Jesse Gouchey.

proved to be the best one yet.

material and online advertising.
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Meet Our Team

Board of Directors

Executive Director Amanda Gould

The DBA succeeds due to the involvement and direction we receive from our
volunteer Board of Directors. The Board operates under a governance model by
ensuring the organization supports its objectives and fulfills its fiduciary (legal)
obligations. The main purposes of the Board are to
• Improve, beautify and maintain property in the BRZ
• Develop, improve and maintain public parking
• Promote the BRZ as a business or shopping area
Each of these Directors works at, owns or operates a business in the BRZ and,
collectively, are responsible for setting the strategic direction of the association
which is achieved through the leadership of the Executive Director and her team.

A key leadership and management role responsible for reporting to the Chair of the DBA Board of Directors. Responsible to carry
out actions, policies and strategies that support the DBA’s goals and objectives. The Executive Director is accountable for the
management of revenues and expenditures of the organization, ensuring they are in line with the approved budget and strategic
direction. Responsible for all areas of Advocacy & Influence, and is the primary liaison with The City of Red Deer.

Events Coordinator
A vital role in the organization, this position is responsible for ensuring all DBA events are successfully planned and executed. In
addition to managing various budget lines, this position is responsible for managing the Seal of Approval event support program
and liaising with all community groups that host events in the core. This ensures access to adequate support from the DBA and
The City of Red Deer to deliver successful events along with ensuring any business collaborations are executed to mutual benefit.
This position is also responsible for the management of the ATB Financial Downtown Market.

Communications & Event Coordinator Jillian Best
Currently a part-time position, this role manages all communication coming out of the DBA office, from social media and website
to media releases and printed marketing materials. This role also manages the media advertising budget, makes research-based
recommendations regarding other advertising solutions, and manages the Subsidized Radio Advertising Program. Provides event
support where needed and as time allows in a part time role.

Clean Team Program Coordinator
& Admin Support Sandy Dempsey

2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Clean Team
On-Street
Lead
David McKay
This is an on-street position
responsible for operating the
sidewalk sweeper, clearing snow,
replacing banners and picking up
litter and needle debris throughout
the BRZ.

Tyler Hansen, Melcor Developments - Chair
Ryan Curtis, Famoso Neopolitan Pizzeria – Vice Chair
Omar Lockhat, BDO – Treasurer
Andrew Luft, JMM LLP
Krystal Kromm, Bullseye Safety Training
Julie Oliver, MNP LLP
Kevin Traptow, Cool Beans Coffee Company
Allie Grande, Group 2 Architecture
Brandon Bouchard, Downtown resident
Danielle Harvey, Red Deer Museum + Art Gallery
Lynne Mulder, Red Deer City Council

Responsible for managing The Clean Team and ensuring delivery of the Environmental Contract with The City of Red Deer. Acts as a liaison
between the DBA and The City of Red Deer for all street furniture repairs. Responsible for ensuring all health and safety practices and accreditations
are current. Responsible for managing the following programs: Kiosk Advertising, Adopt-a-Planter, Façade and Shopfront Improvement,
Perpendicular Signage and CPTED. In an administrative capacity, this position coordinates with the bookkeeper and Executive Director to ensure
all financial administration is recorded and stored, including managing accounts receivable, accounts payable and petty cash.
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#1, 5000 51 Avenue
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 4H5
403.340.8696
Info@downtownreddeer.ca
downtownreddeer.ca

